It was due to naval might that the Portuguese became great explorers and conquerors of the East. They possessed a variety of ships which were used not only for their navy but also for their commercial activities. They included naus, galeões, galeôs, bastardas, galeotas, bragamis, barquacas, bateis grandes, paraos, fustas, and navyos of merchant navy and carvellas. On 12th September 1537, a list of the Portuguese ships was prepared by the Lisbon authorities as Lista das naus for the king, which were ready to sail for India. Similarly, we get the information about ships which were collected for the first siege of Diu, having 121 ships of different types.

Moreover the chroniclers, like Gaspar Correa, João de Barros and Diogo de Couto give the details of the different types of ships during the course of their narration. Following were the Portuguese ships used in and around Bassein:

1. Albetoça - It was a small, decked, oared sailboat.

---

2. **Barcasse or Barçaça** - It was a large freighter.

3. **Briqatine or Bergantim** - It was an oared sailing vessel, which was smaller than a galiot, having fourteen to nineteen banks of oars.

4. **Caravel or Caravela** - It was a merchant vessel of medium tonnage, a light agile sailboat of narrow draft, generally less than two hundred tons, with three masts and three cornered sails.

5. **Catur** - It was a narrow, swift open-oared sailboat, larger than a *fusta* with fifteen to sixteen banks of oars.

6. **Fusta** - It was a long, oared sailboat with a large sail and one or two masts, having fifteen or sixteen banks of oars. It was used as a freighter and battleship. In 1536 Diogo Botelho built a *fusta* in India that was 16-1/2 feet long and less than 10 feet wide, which sailed to Portugal with his slaves and five Portuguese.

7. **Galley or Gale** - It was a sailing ship with two or three masts and fifteen to thirty banks of oars. There are two types of Galleys. One was called *galebastarda*, which had twenty-four

---

5. Leitão, *op.cit.*, p.64.
banks of oars. The second was called galley real which usually had twenty-nine banks of oars.  

8. Galleon or Galeão - It was a high rimmed ship which was used both for war and trade. It had two or three docks and four masts. The liateau da Carreira royal clove ship which was more manoeuvrable than a nau as a warship.  

10. Nau or Nao - It was ship with high sides having three decks and three masts, which was used for trade during the reign of the King Manuel. The nau did not surpass four hundred tons. His successor John III made them larger but in 1570, King Sebastian issued an edict restricting all vessels sailing for India upto three or four hundred tons but it was not followed. There was no essential difference between nau and galleons.  

Noqueira de Brito, Caravalas, Naus & Gales de Portugal (Porto, not dated), p.12.